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The Classic IQ Test
Congratulations, Jean Marc!

Your IQ score is

133

This number is based on a scientific formula that
compares how many questions you answered
correctly on the Classic IQ Test relative to others.
Your Intellectual Type is Facts Curator. This
means you are highly intelligent and have picked
up an impressive and unique collection of facts
and figures over the years. You've got a
remarkable vocabulary and exceptional math skills
— which puts you in the same class as brainiacs
like Bill Gates. And that's just some of what we
know about you from your test results.
Find out more in your personalized 15-page IQ
Report. You'll discover:





Your hidden intellectual strengths
How your IQ compares to others
Exercises to improve your IQ
Complete answers to all the questions

...and more! It's ready right now!

See a sample IQ Report:
IQ score

Intelligence Scale

IQ Answer Key

The Science Behind the Test
Plus, purchase your personalized IQ Report
today and receive a

http://logocom.be

7-day FREE
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Membership for UNLIMITED access to
everything on Emode. Your Emode Premium
Test Membership gives you access to $1,000's
worth of the best and most scientific testing,
analysis and advice. Previously available only to
corporations, schools, and certified professionalsthese tests are now available to you directly from
Emode.
You'll get:







100s of exclusive tests developed by
PhDs including:
The Ultimate Personality Test
Right Job/Wrong Job Test
Inkblot Test
ESP Test
Free personalized reports that explain
your test results
Tips and secrets for improving your IQ,
your personality, your life
New members-only tests every month
And more!
Invite your friends!

Below is your command central for this test. Remind someone to join
the fun, click the columns to compare results by new categories, or
remove someone from your list.
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